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Information
Senior
Mi'kma'q First Nation
Eskasoni, NS, eskasoni, NS
Eskasoni High School
We are showing a study of composite and non-composite images and how
scientists study beauty. We will also be showing the software program on
how composite images are made and how you can make your own. We will
be giving you our point of view on attractiveness, scientists point of view,
and maybe you can also give us your point of view!
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Biographies
Keisha - My name is Keisha Googoo, i am 16
years old attending the Eskasoni High school
in 11th grade. I am very interested in the
science field in my school and plan to go to
Dalhousie university to become a doctor. I
have gotten valedictorian in Jr High and plan
to try for it again in high school. Our project
plan began when people told us that we cant
be as beautiful as the people in magazines.
For further investigation, we are going to give
ourselves and our friends composite faces.
We would advise students that being beautiful
doesn't mean being fake or composite or
even photo shopped and that they can
investigate the fashion magazine magic by
do...
Sarah - My name is Sarah Bernard, I am 17
years old. I am attending Allison Bernard
Memorial High School in Eskasoni. I am in
grade 11. I plan to graduate high school, im
not sure which university i want to go to but i
am interested in becoming a marine biologist.
Our project plan began when people started
telling us that was cant be as beautiful as
people in magazines. For further
investigation, we are going to give ourselves
and our friends composite faces. We would
advise students that being beautiful doesnt
mean being fake or composite or even
photoshopped and that they can investigate
the fashion magazine magic by doing a
beauty project similiar...


